A dizinc complex for selective fluorescence sensing of uridine and uridine-containing dinucleotides†
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A dizinc complex with a polyamine macrocycle is able to selectively bind and sense uridine (U) as well as the uridine-containing ribodinucleotides U(3′–5′)pU and U(3′–5′)pA, thanks to an exciplex emission arising from a π-stacked complex involving the dipyridine unit and Zn(II)-bound uridine moieties.

There is a current interest in the design of luminescent molecular chemosensors for metabolites in aqueous solutions, due to their potential application in medicinal as well as in analytical chemistry.1 As one of the approaches to develop luminescent chemosensors, synthetic metal complexes containing fluorogenic units have been successfully used for signaling of a variety of substrates, such as amino acids or carboxylic acids.2–8 Early work by Kimura has shown that Zn(II) complexes with cyclen-based polyamine ligands can selectively bind thymine- or uracil-containing nucleosides or oligonucleotides, such as TpT, over the corresponding substrates with different nucleobases.9 This selectivity was attributed to the imide function –CO–NH–CO– of the Zn(II)-bound dipyridine fluorophore. Therefore, complex 1 (Scheme 1) may behave as separated docking sites for substrates. At the same time, the dinuclear complex displays an emission band at 330 nm, due to the Zn(II)-bound dipyridine fluorophore. Therefore, complex 1 is a promising chemosensor for substrates containing two separated binding units, such as dinucleotides.

Actually, addition of increasing amounts of uridinyl(3′–5′) uridine (UpU) to an aqueous solution of complex 1 at slightly alkaline pH values leads to a decrease of the fluorescence emission at 330 nm and to a new intense, non-structured and red-shifted emission band with a maximum at 445 nm (Fig. 1a). The fluorescence emission intensity at 445 nm increases linearly up to 0.9:1 UpU to I molar ratio, to achieve a constant value for molar ratios greater than 1.2 (Fig. 1b), indicating the formation of a stable 1:1 adduct between UpU and the dinuclear complex.

This exciplex type emission is likely to be due to a π-stacking complex in the excited state, involving dipyridine and Zn(II)-bound UpU. On the other hand, while the excitation spectrum at pH 8.6 recorded at 330 nm is coincident with the absorption spectrum, the excitation spectrum recorded at 445 nm is slightly red shifted, as expected from a ground state association between Zn(II)-bound dipyridine and deprotonated uracil. Time resolved fluorescence measurements with λexc = 290 nm at pH 8.6 recorded around 1230 | Chem. Commun., 2007, 1230–1232
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Fig. 1 (a) Fluorescence emission spectra of I in the presence of increasing amounts of UpU at pH 8.6 (UpU/I molar ratio: 0 (a), 0.15 (b), 0.30 (c), 0.45 (d), 0.60 (e), 0.75 (f), 0.90 (g), 1.05 (h), 1.2 (i), 1.35 (j), 1.5 (k)). (b) Fluorescence emission intensity at 445 nm recorded on solutions containing I and increasing amounts of UpU at pH 8.6 ([I] = [UpU] = 2.5×10–5 M, λexc = 290 nm, 298.1 K).
445 nm as well as around 540 nm (central wavelengths) show a monoeXponential decay (lifetime 1.4 ns), suggesting the presence of a unique π-stacked complex in the excited state.‡

Addition of the 3′–5′ ribodinucleotides ApA, GpG or CpC to solutions of I, instead, does not give any effect on its fluorescence emission, even in the presence of large excess (1 : 30) of these substrates.

The exciplex emission is strongly pH-dependent. As shown in Fig. 2a, the intensity of the emission at 445 nm increases from neutral pH to pH 8.8 and then decreases at more alkaline pH values, giving rise to a bell-shaped profile.

Actually, a potentiometric study on UpU coordination to I shows that UpU binding occurs at slightly acidic pH values and is accompanied by release of an acidic proton to give a [I·UpU(H−1)] adduct, as expected considering deprotonation of the imine group of one uracil moiety upon metal coordination.§ The release of a further acidic proton is then observed at slightly alkaline pH values, due to metal-assisted deprotonation of the second uracil unit of UpU to give a [I·UpU(H−2)] complex (Fig. 2a).

Fig. 2a shows that the exciplex emission is given by the [I·UpU(H−1)] complex, which contains two Zn(II)-bound deprotonated uracil moieties, while the [I·UpU(H−2)] complex does not display exciplex emission. This emission is likely to be due to metal-assisted formation of an array of three heteroaromatic units fixed at close distances (Fig. 2b), which leads to π-stacking interactions involving these units. No interaction was found between I and A, G or C either by potentiometry or by 1H NMR measurements.

A similar coordination behavior was also observed in the case of UpA, with the formation of a 1 : 1 [I·UpA(H−1)] and a 2 : 1 [I·UpA(H−2)] complex, containing respectively one and two deprotonated UpA moieties.§ Adeninose does not show any tendency to deprotonate and/or to bind to complex I and, therefore, the assembly of these complexes would involve deprotonation and binding to Zn(II) of the uracil moiety of UpA.

In the case of CpC, ApA and GpG no interaction with I is detected by means of potentiometric measurements, in agreement with the fact that no exciplex emission is observed in presence of these substrates.

To shed further light on the structural and photophysical features of the UpU complexes, we analyzed the binding ability of I toward nucleosides and the ribodinucleotide uridinyl(3′–5′) adenosine (UpA), which contains a single uracil moiety.

Similar to UpU, complex I is also able to selectively bind uridine (U) over adenosine (A), cytidine (C) and guanidine (G). Potentiometric measurements show that binding of a first U unit takes place at acidic pH values and is accompanied by release of an acidic proton, as expected considering metal-assisted deprotonation of the nucleobase to form a [I·U(H−1)] species (Fig. 3c). A second deprotonated uridine is then coordinated to give a [I·U(H−2)] complex.§ U binding was also confirmed by 1H NMR spectra recorded on solutions containing U and I at different pH values, which show that the signals of both the aromatic protons of U and dipyridine are remarkably upfield shifted upon formation of the [I·U(H−2)] adduct at slightly alkaline pH values (Fig. S3, ESI), due to π-stacking interactions involving these units. No interaction was found between I and A, G or C either by potentiometry or by 1H NMR measurements.

Fig. 2 (a) Emission intensity at 445 nm (■, right y axis) at different pH values and distribution curves of the complexes (solid curves, left y axis) for a system containing I and UpU in equimolecular ratio (both 2.5·10−5 M). (b) Proposed structure for the [I·UpU(H−2)] complex.

Fig. 3 (a) Fluorescence spectra and (b) emission intensity of I at 440 nm in presence of increasing amounts of U at pH 9. (c) Emission intensity at 440 nm (■, right y axis) as a function of pH compared to the distribution curves of the complexes (solid curves, left y axis) for a system containing I and U in 1 : 2 molar ratio ([I] = 2.5·10−5 M, λexc = 290 nm, 298.1 K).
As in the case of UpU, a pH-dependent exciplex emission with a maximum at 440 nm is observed in the presence of uridine or UpA (see Fig. 3 for uridine and ESI, Fig. S4, for UpA).

In the case of uridine, (Fig. 3b), the emission intensity at 440 nm at pH 9 increases linearly with U concentration up to a 1.8:1 molar ratio between U and I and reaches a constant value for molar ratios greater than 2.4, confirming the formation of a stable 2:1 adduct. The only emissive species, however, are the [I-[U(H-1)]2] (Fig. 3c) and [I-[UpA(H-1)]2] (see Fig. S6, ESI) complexes; the emission intensity, in fact, increases with the formation of these 2:1 complexes from pH 6 to 9 and then decreases above pH 10, where hydroxide binding to I leads to disruption of the adducts.

This result confirms that metal-assisted formation of an assembly involving two metal-bound uracil moieties is indeed necessary to give a π-stacked exciplex complex. In contrast, the fluorescence emission of I is not affected by the presence of the mononucleosides G, A or C, as expected considering that these substrates do not interact with the complex.

Once again, the decay of the exciplex emission is fitted by a single exponential, in accord with the presence of a unique π-stacking complex; the measured lifetimes around 440 nm of the [I-[U(H-1)]2] and [I-[UpA(H-1)]2] complexes (750 and 300 ps, respectively) are smaller than that observed for the [I-UpU(H-2)] complex (1.4 ns). The observed higher value for the UpU complex (1.4 ns). The observed higher value for the UpU complex (1.4 ns). The observed higher value for the UpU complex (1.4 ns) respectively) are smaller than that observed for the [I-UpU(H-2)] complex (1.4 ns). The observed higher value for the UpU complex (1.4 ns).

Complex 1 represents a potential chemosensor for the UpU sequence in polyribonucleotides. Actually, addition of the UpU-containing hexaribonucleotide 5'-AAUUAAG-3' to a solution of I at pH 6.6 gives rise to the formation of a new emission band at ca. 440 nm (see ESI, Fig. S7). In contrast, the emission spectrum of I is not affected by the presence of the hexaribonucleotides 5'-AAUUAAG-3' or 5'-AAUUAAG-3', which contain respectively two U units separated by two A nucleotides and a single U unit. Therefore, the band at 440 nm observed in the case of 5'-AAUUAAG-3' can be reasonably ascribed to binding of complex I to the UpU sequence of this hexanucleotide, in a similar fashion to that proposed for the [I-UpU(H-2)] complex.

Notes and references

‡ The emission decay was analysed in the spectral intervals 300–375 nm, 410–470 nm and 500–575 nm. We determined a lifetime in the interval 300–375 nm of 650 ps for complex I. For the adducts of I with the different substrates, the emission decay recorded around 330 nm shows two contributions, ascribable respectively to the exciplex emission and to a fast component due to the dipyridine emission, similar to or shorter than that found for the exciplex emission. The presence of the component corresponding to the exciplex emission introduces a large uncertainty in determining the value of the dipyridine one. Therefore, it is not possible to obtain reliable values for the lifetimes at 330 nm and to make a quantitative comparison between the value of the dipyridine emission decay in free complex I and in its adducts.